Resumo
IntRoductIon
Until the beginning of the 1970s orthodox Keynesianism occupied the mainstream position at economics and monetary policy was understood as a sort of economic policy that should be used to keep output and employment at high levels. However, in the mid-1980s -with the New Classical (rational expectations) revolution -it is perceived a clear change of paradigm in terms of monetary policy conduction with the establishment of a new consensus, where price stability became the main objective for the monetary authority.
Theoretical analyses regarding the conduction of monetary policy have suffered radical changes since the concept of rational expectations was embodied into economic theory. Several natural rate models that have appeared in the macroeconomic literature -based on the works of Muth (1961) , Lucas (1972a Lucas ( , 1972b Lucas ( , 1973 , Sargent (1973) and Sargent and Wallace (1975, 1981) -shared the idea that in the absence of informational barriers and money illusion monetary policy should not be used to affect real output and employment, but to keep inflation under control.
The combination and acceptance of the following assumptions, (i) rational expectations, (ii) a continuous market-clearing equilibrium economy (with fully flexible prices), and (iii) the profit-utility maximizing behavior, bring forth several important conclusions about economic policy implications. Among these implications we can identify: the monetary policy inefficacy to affect output and employment at short and long terms; the disinflation costs that fall on real activity; the time-inconsistency problem from optimal discretionary policies; the importance of reputation and credibility for the monetary authority and its policies, respectively, and; the development of "commitment technologies" and rules 1 that restrict monetary policy and attempt to avoid the inflationary bias and the time-inconsistency problem.
As New Classical economics has advanced significantly, some developments in monetary theory have emphasized the role and importance of the central banks' reputation and the credibility of their policies for the conduction of monetary policy and the observed outcomes at the economy (KydLANd; PreSCoTT, 1977; BArro; GordoN, 1983a GordoN, , 1983b BACKUS; driffiLL, 1985a driffiLL, , 1985b BLANCHArd, 1985; CUKierMAN, 1985; BArro, 1986; CUKierMAN; MeLTzer, 1986; roGoff, 1987; ANderSeN, 1989; BLACKBUrN; CHriSTeNSeN, 1989; drAzeN, 2000) . While new models regarding credibility and reputation have incorporated New Classical assumptions within their frameworks leading, at the same time, the acquired results to become compatible with the notion of monetary policy neutrality, they also strengthened the idea that monetary policy will be more effective if the goals followed by central banks are considered credible by the public and if the policy is implemented by central banks with a strong reputation of being an institution mainly worried with price stability.
The theoretical foundation that explains the development of works concerned with reputation and credibility of central banks and their policies is based on the "rules rather than discretion" literature. The arguments regarding the monetary policy's credibility and the central banks' reputation were presented for the first time by fellner (1976, 1979) and by Kydland and Prescott (1977) -for the case of credibility -and, later, by Barro and Gordon (1983a, 1983b ) -for the case of reputation -when they analyzed economies presenting high and undesirable inflation rates. Both works of Kydland and Prescott and Barro and Gordon attempted to prove that credibility and reputation represent key-elements for the solution of the inflationary bias and the time-inconsistency problems.
Credibility and reputation are, in essence, distinct concepts. While credibility is associated with the degree of confidence that the public has on central bank's ability and determination to keep itself on an announced goal and to achieve it, that is, if the policies (or plans) are credible, reputation is related to the public's belief about the preferences of the policymaker and to the expectations formed by the public about the actions that monetary authorities will take. recent developments in macroeconomics (such as GoodfrieNd; KiNG, 1997; KiNG, 2000; roMer, 2000; TAyLor, 1993 TAyLor, , 2000 GoodfrieNd, 2004; Woodford, 2003) points out that monetary policies will be more effective and then will conquer credibility if central banks strengthen their reputation and follow a rule concerned with inflation stability (which should be, according to them, the main and only central bank's goal).
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Theoretically speaking, there is not consensus about the effects provoked by monetary policies over the economy (either at the short or the long terms), although there is agreement about the four main final objectives pursued -together or individually Reputation, credibility and Monetary Policy Effectiveness -by governments and policymakers: low and stable inflation, sustainable economic growth, low unemployment rate and stability of the financial system. Nevertheless, there is wide consensus among central bankers and academics about some basic principles that must serve as useful guides for central banks conduct their policies and better reach their goals. These principles, as suggested by Mishkin (2000) , are: 1) price stability provides substantial benefits; 2) fiscal policy should be aligned with monetary policy; 3) time-inconsistency is a problem to be avoided; 4) monetary policy should be forward-looking; 5) accountability is a basic principle of democracy; 6) monetary policy should be concerned about output as well as price fluctuations, and; 7) the most serious economic downturns are associated with financial instability. Another important and basic principle that may be added to that list is: in modern economies monetary policy works through real interest rates and expectations.
on the other hand, dealing with the concepts of monetary economy, effective demand and liquidity preference (KeyNeS, 1936 (KeyNeS, , 1973 it is opened the possibility for output and employment improvement as well as inflation stability become -once more -goals for central banks. Thus, the developments concerning the influence of reputation and credibility over the economy must be enlarged enabling the exploration of a new approach which considers that monetary policies are not neutral. The role of central bankers' reputation and the credibility of their policies must be replaced since both exert influence over the expectations of the public, causing changes in aggregate demand. The ability of central banks to affect the actual and future economic performances through public decisions depends on their ability to influence private sector expectations regarding not only the future path of the interest rate and the future state of the economy but also the manner in which they implement actual and future policies, make their announcements and account to the public.
Considering the arguments above, the paper aims at exploring the concepts of reputation and credibility and their importance in a context where central banks' policies are not neutral, that is, monetary policies affect real and nominal variables. The paper seeks to contribute with a new analysis of how the sort of reputation developed by the monetary authority and the commitment to a mechanical rule (that is, a strict rule-based policy) affect the state of expectations, and then the economic performance, enabling a particular situation that we call "credibility trap" -which makes monetary policy ineffective to affect real activity when necessary. Although the approach suggested on the paper presents some similarities with the orthodox approach regarding both reputation and credibility's importance for central banks and its policies, it is different from the orthodox approach speaking of distinct forms of monetary policy recommendations.
Est. econ., são Paulo, 39(3): 673-698, jul-set 2009 Besides this introduction, the article is divided into three sections. The second briefly presents the New Classical orthodox approach for credibility and reputation based on the time-inconsistency literature and the following developments on the "rules rather than discretion" debate. The third section develops an alternative approach regarding the role of central banks' reputation and the credibility of their policies and also presents a new concept called "credibility trap" based on the sort of reputation suggested by the New Classical approach. finally, the fourth section presents the final considerations, emphasizing the importance of reputation and credibility for both approaches and the fact that these approaches differ from each other in terms of monetary policy recommendations and results for the economy.
tHE MEanInG and IMPoRtancE of cREdIBIlIty and REPutatIon: tHE nEw classIcal tIME-InconsIstEncy aPPRoacH
At the same time that macroeconomic theory suffered radical transformations, leaded by the revolution of rational expectations, a new discussion emerged from the following problem: how social losses should be minimized when actions of economic policy must be taken at several periods of time. At the end of the 1970s, the work of Kydland and Prescott (1977) began the study about monetary policy credibility, with emphasis at the time-inconsistency problem. it provided -as did friedman (1968, 1969 ) -a reformulation of the case against discretionary policies through a New Classical model which argued that there is no way to optimal control theory become applicable to economic planning when expectations are rational.
The fundamental insight regarding the notion of time-inconsistency and credibility, presented by Kydland and Prescott (1977) , is that when economic agents are forward-looking the policy problem emerges as a dynamic game between the government and the private sector -where the government is the dominant player and the private sector is the follower. Let's suppose the following situation to understand the time-inconsistency problem: the government formulates what it considers to be an optimal policy and then announces its intentions to the private sector; if this policy is believed, then in the next periods, it may not remain optimal, since the government finds that it has an incentive to renege on its previously announced optimal policy. in this sense, an optimal policy suggested at time t is time-inconsistent if reoptimization at t + n implies a different optimal policy, consequently, timeinconsistent policies will significantly weaken the credibility of future announced policies.
The New Classical approach argues that since the monetary authority has no precommitment with an announced policy and usually makes use of its discretionary powers, it will have an incentive to cheat, making the announced policy time-inconsistent and then non-credible. The approach defends that discretionary policies produce sub-optimal outcomes since exhibit an inflationary bias. in this sense, a considered optimal policy which begins to lose credibility due to time inconsistency increases its chances to become neither feasible nor optimal.
The orthodox approach about credibility -an extension of the New Classical theory -supports the idea that the economic system is eminently stable and so active policies are, beyond useless, harmful. Besides, it suggests that monetary policies would only be effective if unexpected and, hence, policymakers would have an incentive to cheat so as to promote output increases (even if transitory). However, once private agents' expectations about inflation are corrected, unemployment would lean to return to its natural rate, though with a higher equilibrium inflation rate. it means that optimizing actions implemented by a monetary authority with discretionary powers tend to carry the economy to suboptimal equilibriums, with higher levels of inflation.
one might conclude that the possibility of changing exogenously the monetary supply, attempting to make unemployment lower than its natural rate, leads to losses of monetary policy credibility since agents recognize the incentive to promote unexpected expansions. Therefore, credibility improvements are unequivocally related to the expectation that monetary policy is not going to change -that is, the monetary authority will follow its announcements -and will be implemented based on mechanisms that make discretionary actions impossible.
The work of Blackburn and Christensen (1989, p. 2) authority is not going to renege. Hence, to affirm that a policy is credible it is necessary that the public believes on the rule and, through expectations, on the results the monetary authority is attempting to reach. As expectations are considered an important monetary transmission element, the lack of credibility of a certain policy may complicate, or even impede, the reach of a certain goal due to formed expectations.
Whether a policy is credible or not, it will depend: (i) on the expectations formed by the public about its effects on the economy, (ii) on the policymaker's credibility and reputation and (iii) on the circumstances the policymaker is going to face. A policy may be feasible in one set of circumstances, but not in others, that is, "expectations of how external environment will develop, rather than the credibility of the policymaker, will then be crucial in assessing whether the policy is credible" (drAzeN, 2000, p. 167) .
A credible monetary policy, following the New Classical thought, must present the following features: (i) is implemented by an independent central bank through a rule which bounds the monetary authority's actions, avoiding the time-inconsistency problem and the inflation bias; (ii) seeks to keep inflation under control considering that output and employment will be at their natural rates at the long term; (iii) converges the expectations of the public to its goal, and consequently, makes the public believe that the implemented policy will be carried out and the goal will be reached as fast as possible, and; (iv) decreases the costs of disinflation in the short run whenever a policy against inflation must be implemented.
in order to enhance the credibility of its policies and to affect the expectations of the public, central banks will attempt to establish a specific sort of reputation. The concept of reputation can be thought in terms of the actions an agent is expected to take. "reputation often refers to generally held beliefs about an individual's (or a group's) character or characteristics" (drAzeN, 2000, p. 168) . According to the reputation built by central banks, the public form expectations about the policymakers' future actions. for instance, as the monetary authority's reputation of being tough on inflation becomes stronger, it strengthens the confidence on expectations regarding future monetary authority's actions seeking to establish and maintain a stable price environment. This is the sort of reputation that the New Classical economics suggests to central banks; an institution that must attempt to build the reputation of being tough on inflation. According to this approach, the monetary policy credibility depends on the expectations that the public form for monetary authorities' future actions against inflation.
Agents are often concerned about central banks' behavior because it demonstrates their character or characteristics. Since the public attempts to foresee central banks' future behaviors based on what it has observed on the past -and, of course, making use of all available information -it is important to perceive that reputation plays a fundamental role for that, because it reflects some sort of repeated action (or behavior) that policymakers have always presented.
The work of Barro and Gordon (1983b) was the first to build a game model to analyze policymakers' reputation. Backus and driffill (1985a) extended the work of Barro & Gordon to a finite-time horizon model 4 in which the public is uncertain about the preferences of the policymaker. The subsequent models inspired in the works of Kydland and Prescott (1977) and Barro and Gordon (1983a, 1983b) suggests that there is no shortcut to gain credibility and make reputation stronger; both must be built and nurtured over time. The New Classical economics regards that central banks can best improve their credibility and reputation by keeping a consistent record of inflation within the target, and by not yielding to pressure for short-term gains in economic growth at the expense of long term price stability. Moreover, the monetary policy should be conducted by a strict rule that makes the public's expectations about policymakers' future actions compatible with the reputation of being an institution tough on inflation.
it is true that credibility and reputation can considerably improve the effectiveness of monetary policies since they increase the confidence of the agents on expectations regarding future central banks' actions. Policy signals from credible monetary authorities -with strong and well defined reputations -will be better understood and generally accepted by market participants and the public, resulting in a more effective monetary transmission mechanism (through expectations) and a lower cost of disinflation whenever a policy of this sort might be implemented.
The New Classical models support the use of the Phillips curve as a framework to describe the trade off between unemployment (output) and inflation whenever unexpected monetary policies were implemented. As these models make use of rational expectations, the inexistence of the trade off is accepted at the long term, suggesting that central banks should pursue only price stability. in other words, monetary policies must not be used to affect real activity, because a higher rate of inflation and the output and the unemployment at their natural rates will be the long-run results. So, the central banks' reputation must be of an institution tough on inflation which will not implement policies attempting to keep unemployment below its natural rate, that is, an institution that will follow rigorously the monetary rule so as to keep inflation low and stable and to increase the credibility of its policies. Chick (1983) , however, argues against the use of the Phillips curve as a general and representative model of the economy functioning. 5 The alternative Keynesian approach, here proposed, also argues against the use of the New Classical Phillips curve as the framework which may represent the general functioning of the economy and which will guide monetary policy. The criticism made by Chick, and here supported, calls our attention to the fact that assuming the New Classical Phillips curve, as a framework to explain inflation changes, means assuming a particular case in which aggregate supply finds itself, that is, a situation which legitimates higher prices caused by demand pressures because capacity utilization is full. Sicsú (1997 Sicsú ( ) -inspired on davidson (1978 Sicsú ( , 1982 , Hahn (1984) and Kregel (1984) -criticized the basic assumptions of New Classical monetary policies models. He argued that the economy does not have a natural tendency toward an equilibrium position; the equilibrium stability property would not prevail if expectations, though rational, may be heterogeneous. Hence, if expectations may be heterogeneous, they can also be disappointed and then mistakes can happen. Mistakes can change the parameters that sustain the equilibrium position suitable to the natural rate of unemployment. Consequently, the uniqueness property will not be valid either. The work of Libânio (2008) explores the idea that aggregate demand matters for economic activity, both in the short run and in the long run. To that extent, it discussed the endogeneity of the natural rate of growth, and presented two empirical exercises: (i) it accomplished tests for unit roots in output for twelve Latin American countries using panel data; the results suggested that GdP series are non-stationary and therefore shocks (both from supply and demand) may have persistent effects in the economy; (ii) it tested the hypothesis of an endogenous natural rate of growth, and the estimations suggested that the potential output has been influenced by the actual level of economic activity in Latin American economies. These results corroborate the hypothesis that aggregate demand has long-run effects in the economy, as stated by Keynes. recent models that consider the modus operandi of the economy based on the New Classical assumptions suggest central banks implementing and following some sort of nominal interest rate rule to control inflation (like Taylor's rule, 1993) . Notwithstanding, as this rule does not consider the kind of inflation pressure, treating any kind of inflation as being caused by demand, it tends to punish output and 5 According to Chick (1983, p. 282) :
to conduct a discussion of price changes with no mention of the Phillips curve might strike the reader as downright odd; since about the mid-1960s economists discussing inflation automatically reach for this tool. There are several reasons why i have not used it. fundamentally i do not think it was designed for this job. Secondarily i believe it was seized upon as an explanation in the belief that Keynes's model had no explanation of prices, which in turn is due to leaving out supply and profit-seeking from the iS-LM version of Keynes. employment at the short run and to reduce the potential of growth at the long run, therefore, in the future, leading to a situation that we call "credibility trap". CoNCeição, 2005, p. 580) . The expectations and the state of confidence of the agents play important roles for the decision-making process in an environment of "fundamental uncertainty". 8 Hence, money and monetary policies also play important roles, as the agents, in conditions of uncertainty, may prefer to hold money or other liquid asset instead of acquiring goods through consumption or investment. To figure out how central banks can affect the performance of the economy through the influence of their reputation and the credibility of their policies, it is necessary to understand how economic agents take decisions based on their expectations and their state of confidence on these expectations. Therefore, it is essential to know the determining elements of expectations and confidence and how these elements are affected by central banks' reputation and credibility.
it is a consensus among economists that expectations are an important monetary policy transmission channel. in this sense, aiming at linking the reputation-credibility binomial with the process of expectations formation, the scheme presented by dequech (1999a) is taken as a reference. The framework we propose -based on dequech (1999a) -seeks to identify the decisive elements for the "state of expectations", emphasizing its role as a monetary transmission channel. in the scheme (figure 1), the element "knowledge" is detached as capable of affecting directly the "expectations" and indirectly the "confidence" through agents' "uncertainty perception".
As full knowledge does not exist at the moment in which a relevant economic decision must be taken, the agents make use of (i) the available information, (ii) their tacit knowledge about the living context and about the institutions able to affect them (like the central bank), and (iii) their creativity in forming prospective scenarios. Based on these elements, they form expectations that will guide their decisions in a monetary economy. As these expectations are considered an important monetary transmission channel, the monetary authority will increase its possibility of reaching its goals if the agents share the same beliefs about the future and if they are endowed with enough confidence on the expected results which are capable of affecting their personal concerns. Confidence is a fundamental component on the transmission process of monetary policies through expectations; it reflects the agents' perceptions and degree of belief concerning the disposition of the monetary authority and the way it conducts the monetary policy.
in a world where decisions are taken based on expectations regarding an uncertain future, institutions are created in order to give confidence to the public's expectations and then to enable the economic operations.
9 Among the most important institutions in a monetary economy is the central bank acting through its policies; because of its capacity of exerting influence on agents' decisions through expectations, and also on real economic outcomes that both the monetary policy administration and the reputation of central banks may be considered decisive elements for the construction and stability of the "state of expectations". The central banks' reputation is a feature so important and so decisive for the process of expectations formation that Mishkin (2000, p. 9) , when stressing and explaining the importance of the adoption of an explicit nominal anchor and why the U.S. government and the fed did not commit to any explicit nominal anchor, said: "I think it is fair to say that right now the nominal anchor in the united states is alan Greenspan".
The concept of central banks' reputation -according to the alternative Keynesian approach we propose -involves the agents' state of perception concerning (i) the preferences of the monetary authority, (ii) the actions expected to be taken by the monetary authority, and (iii) the monetary authority's character and characteristics. When this perception suddenly changes modifications may emerge in the uncertainty perceived, provoking the deterioration of the "state of expectations" of the public through the state of confidence.
Although the central banks' reputation is formed considering past events, it is capable of influencing expectations about future events. Therefore, it is expected that monetary authorities, presenting a solid and well-defined reputation of being ins-titutions concerned with price stability and growth, succeed in making the public's expectations converge to their predetermined goals in a faster way. reputation and credibility serve as catalysers in the process of convergence of expectations and confidence to the policymakers' predetermined objectives. The confidence on monetary policies and on central banks is decisive for the monetary policy effectiveness through expectations.
identifying the mechanism (or the transmission process) by which reputation and credibility affect the decisions that are going to be taken by the agents imply in knowing the elements capable of affecting the "state of expectations". figure 1 presents how reputation and credibility exert influence over the "state of expectations" and, consequently, over agents' decisions and economic performance. The scheme shows reputation and credibility directly affecting agents' knowledge. The element "knowledge" exerts influence upon "uncertainty perception" and upon "expectations", by the former, the way in which confidence is affected. The "state of expectations", which drives firms and banks' actions, will be decisive for prices, output and investment decisions. it must be emphasized that the uncertainty perceived, affected by the public's knowledge, may increase or decrease according (i) to central banks' reputation, (ii) to the credibility of the policy adopted, and, (iii) to the context in which central banks acts. figure 1 may be explained as follows: when central banks present a strong and defined reputation -compatible with the notion that monetary policies can affect both real and nominal variables -and act through credible policies which are coordinated with the other economic policies, it tends to make public's knowledge increase. As a consequence, when uncertainty perception decreases, making confidence on expectations about future profitable events increase, it creates a favorable "state of expectations" for decisions that require a longer horizon of planning (like investment decisions). The established optimistic environment provokes a reduction on liquidity preference and induces the agents to choose a portfolio with a larger amount of fixed assets -derived from investment decisions. With investments increasing, it is expected that output and income raise and unemployment decrease.
fIGu R E 1 -R EPu tat Ion, cR EdI BI lI t y a nd t H E statE of ExPEctatIon
Acquiring an asset requires an appraisal about its expected profitability and its degree of liquidity. in general, as money and bonds have a higher degree of liquidity than capital assets, the investment decision will be fundamentally influenced by expectations about the future profitability offered by different kinds of assets. Central banks aiming at increasing the potential economic growth must induce the agents to change financial assets for capital goods (assets), that is, to change interest gains for expectations of promising future profits.
Monetary authorities must be also capable of establishing a stable price environment which will reflect itself on the public's expectations regarding the central banks' commitment to keeping inflation low and stable. if the private sector believes (expects) that the goals for inflation and growth are going to be reached and when central banks revealed their commitment to both and have been coordinating their policies with the other economic policies, doing whatever is necessary and coherent for that to happen, hence the private sector will consider these beliefs when deciding and will readjust prices and form expectations for inflation and demand growth based on these informations.
As central banks present a strong and defined reputation and act implementing credible and coordinated policies aiming at promoting inflation stability and economic growth, their ability to influence the "state of expectations" towards more investment decisions are improved. inversely, central banks presenting a weak reputation, in a context of uncertainty and assuming the New Classical recommendations make the agents' liquidity preference increase, because they find difficulties to keep interest rate variability low.
When assuming the idea that monetary policy is not neutral in either the short or the long terms and recognizing that the public not only forms expectations for inflation, but also for future events that may affect its business' profitability, central banks can be effective in changing both real and nominal variables. With the idea that monetary policy is not neutral, it is conferred to central banks a wider filed of action than the one proposed by the New Classical approach. The way central banks conduct their policies, choose their instruments and coordinate their policies with the other policies, besides providing information for the process of expectations formation, add knowledge on how they understand the operation of the economy. As Carvalho (1992, p. 209-210) for a monetary policy to be considered credible, it must be considered efficient. According to Sicsú (2001) , an efficient monetary policy would be one that (i) aims at unambiguous goals, (ii) leaves the least room for its tools to be used in contradiction with each other, or with other policy tools, (iii) makes use of tools suitable for its goals, (iv) gives out clear signals to agents and financial markets in order to stimulate them to act in the same directions desired by the policymakers, and (v) able to reach a specific goal without harming the economic performance as a whole. in this way, an efficient monetary policy, and thus credible, must be performed by an institution competent on reducing uncertainties, coordinating expectations and following unlike but feasible objectives -and not only low and stable inflation, though this is a very important objective.
The debate concerning how the monetary policy should be conducted and what in fact are its effects on the economy has always been the core of the "rules rather than discretion" literature, which in turn, is supported by another discussion: whether the monetary policy neutrality in both the short and the long terms is valid or not. in general, those who defend the neutrality argue in favor of the need of using some strict rule-based policy to guarantee (i) the application of dynamically consistent actions, (ii) the avoidance of the inflation bias and, as a consequence, (iii) the reaching of the main central bank objective which is stable and low inflation -according to the New Classical economics.
The orthodox approach defends the conduction of the monetary policy through a rigid reaction rule, where the nominal interest rate is changed whenever the observed inflation and/or the inflation expectations deviate from the (implicit or explicit) inflation target or if the output gap changes, becoming the responsible for demand pressures over prices. Although nominal interest rate manipulations can reduce inflation, such a policy can also result on changes in the degree of liquidity of the economy, with effects upon investment financing plans and upon liquidity preference, bringing impacts on the investment decisions and on the real economy. Constant manipulations as well as the great variability on the interest rate, aiming at controlling inflation, end up producing an unfavorable environment for investments, due to uncertainties and to liquidity preference increases. Thus, if low levels of investment occur for long periods -explained by high liquidity preference and high interest rate variability -they will end up reducing potential economic growth. This reduction on potential growth makes the output gap quickly compress whenever short periods of economic warming are observed, provoking a monetary policy reaction -through interest rate -that jeopardize even more this potential economic growth.
in fact, how fast central banks succeed in forming a low and stable price environment -which helps reducing inflation variability and interest rate variability -the quicker the ideal necessary conditions for the desired process of economic growth will be created. However, the use of a strict monetary policy rule -through interest rate manipulations -though capable of reducing and stabilizing the observed inflation as much as the inflation expectations, in a situation of high idle capacity and considering that monetary policy can affect output and employment; it may lead the economy to present low (and constant) economic growth rates below those socially desirable, as much as it creates an adverse environment for investment decisions.
At this point, it is important to stress that, in the post-keynesian approach, there are many and different causes for inflation, and, hence, there are several types of inflation (see for example, dAvidSoN, 1994; SiCSú, 2003) . According to this view, the following types of inflation may be classified: (i) wage inflation, (ii) profit or degree of monopoly inflation, (iii) imported inflation, (iv) demand inflation, (v) inflation of decreasing returns to scale, (vi) tax inflation, and, (vii) inflationary shocks (such as, spot and commodity inflation). Since different types of inflation are recognized, consequently, for each type of inflation, a specific antiinflationary tool should be used. for instance, the cases of wage and profits/degree of monopoly inflation should be fight through the strategy of tax-based on incomes policy; 10 regarding imported inflation, a combination of exchange-rate, monetary, tax and industrial policies could be used; tax inflation should be avoided by governments themselves through fiscal policies committed with macroeconomic stability as a whole, and not jut with price stability; demand inflation, according to post-keynesians, should be fight through contractionary macroeconomic policies, mainly through reductions on government spending.
11 The post-keynesian proposal represents much more than an antiinflationary macroeconomic policy. it must be faced as a permanent program against inflation which covers structural reforms, the construction of institutions and the use of specific tools of economic policy.
The keynesian approach, here developed, suggests that full employment as well as inflation stability policies should be implemented by the combination and coordination of three types of instruments: monetary policies, fiscal policies and income policies. As stressed by Carvalho (1992, p. 214) : "this combination of the three legs of economic policy would allow the adequate macroeconomic management that would maintain full employment and price stability". in order to establish the role of each economic policy, according to the post-keynesian approach, emphasizing the importance of being conducted through coordinated actions aiming at stimulating both economic growth and price stability, Carvalho (1992, p. 216) in this sense, the definition and design of policies should consider the following principles: (i) institutions should be created to achieve more efficient and permanent coordination of agents, allowing them to develop coherent strategies; (ii) a set of instruments must be developed, paying particular attention to the timing of their operation, and; (iii) specific policies should be chosen not is isolation but as parts of a global plan to control and to steer the economy (these should not be fiscal policies decided independently of monetary policies or of any other).
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Thus, the alternative approach suggests that a mechanical rule-based policy for fighting inflation -through constant interest rate manipulations whenever inflation and inflation expectations deviate from the target -besides harmful since liquidity preference is increased creating a pessimist "state of expectations" for investments, it practically ignores the other sources of the inflationary process and it is not practical (as explained by SArdoNi; WrAy, 2006) neither compatible with the real functioning of the economy. The persistent use of such a rule and the kind of reputation built by the monetary authority -of being an institution concerned exclusively with inflation -may become a threat for future monetary policy actions and its effectiveness, creating what we call a "credibility trap". Moreover, according to Svensson (1999, p. 13) 
a commitment to an instrument rule does not leave any room for judgmental adjustments and extra-model informations", that is, this kind of "commitment leaves no room for revisions of the instrument rule, when new information and research results in revisions of the model.
An efficient and credible monetary policy must not be only the one which is considered capable of providing an environment of low and stable inflation. Since the monetary policy can also affect the real side of the economy, its constant and exclusive use as an instrument to fight inflation may lead to effectiveness (and then, credibility) loss whenever necessary to improve the economic performance or to contain a monetary-financial crisis, through expectations channel. our approach suggests that central banks which work with the assumption of monetary policy neutrality (at short and long terms) and act guided by and committed to a strict interest rate reaction rule which leaves no space for discretion -ignoring its long run effects on output and employment -tend to bring up the following reputation: whenever inflation and inflation expectations -no matter the source -deviate from the target, the public expects that central banks will act through interest rate manipulations, inducing the agents, as a consequence, to form inflation expectations converging to the target. Nevertheless, this kind of attitude will also create (at the same time) the reputation of being an institution free from employment, output and income responsibilities, which in turn, induce the agents to form pessimist expectations concerning the monetary policy effectiveness to affect the economy as a whole, even when necessary. The central banks' reputation proposed by the New Classical approach and the use of the interest rate reaction rule, in fact, may turn the policy into an efficient action in terms of inflation decreasing, though at the costs of an aggregate demand compression which sometimes may not have been the source of the inflation pressure.
recently, economists have been discussing whether the use of a rigid interest rate rule to exclusively control inflation is really a valid option and at the same time whether the reputation developed by central banks of being institutions exclusively concerned about inflation represents another valid option. The alternative Keynesian approach proposed argues that both the adopted rule and the developed reputation which follows New Classical principles exempt central banks of their duties and may create a situation of "credibility trap", where the monetary policy effectiveness as a whole is lost.
one of the main contributions of our approach for the debate regarding the monetary policy effectiveness and how the monetary policy should be conducted is the presentation of another understanding about what a credible monetary policy is, and what kind of reputation the monetary authority should build, provided that: (1) monetary policy is not neutral, being capable of affecting both nominal and real variables, and; (2) the inflationary process presents different sources, being initiated not only by demand pressures. it is proposed, following Kozicki (1999) , that the use of a rigid interest rate rule is limited and its reliability is questionable as it disregards the sources of inflation and firms' strategies concerning price-making process.
Therein, the matters involving reputation, credibility and monetary policy effectiveness ought to regard distinct perspectives besides that one proposed by the New Classical approach. Considering that the monetary policy can reach several objectives (such as inflation, output and employment) and considering that capitalism system is intrinsically unstable needing casual interventions by central banks, then, the follow-ing question can be raised: why build the reputation of being an institution seeking only one objective (as inflation), whether other macroeconomic variables may be affected -and in fact are, positively or negatively -and whether central banks are often convoked to account for economic performance as a whole and not only for inflation performance? Actually, central banks which act through rigid policy rules, seeking only one objective and developing the sort of reputation in agreement with the New Classical approach, may end up running out of degrees of freedom and credibility to solve other urgencies when necessary, due to previous "sub-utilization" of its monetary instruments. This loss of degrees of freedom to solve other problems as well as to help achieving other objectives represents the situation of "credibility trap" faced by central banks and their policies. This situation may be recognized when monetary policies lose power to affect the economy as a whole through the "expectation transmission channel". 13 our approach suggests that the monetary authority's reputation must not be related to the perception that the monetary policy should not or cannot be altered through discretionary actions or it should be used for the search of only one kind of objective, but to the fact that its implementation must be appropriate for a specific conjuncture. indeed, central banks and their policies should have the credibility to operate the right interventions whenever necessary, in favor of economic growth and employment as well as inflation stability.
reputation must be understood as a complementary element which acts on the propagation process of the monetary policy for the economy through the expectation channel, since it constitutes a key piece of corporate culture that determines how the public is expected to react from monetary policy actions, that is, reputation may be understood as an "implicit contract or anchor" that outlines the expectations of the public. Whenever central banks define and strengthen the reputation of being an institution concerned with matters related to economic growth and employment as well as inflation, the knowledge of private agents and then their expectations regarding central banks' performance will incorporate this notion. Therein, when central 13 The situation of "credibility trap" must not be seen as similar to the situation of "expectation trap" presented by Chari, Christiano and eichenbaum (1998) . The "expectation trap", suggested by them, emerges when the monetary authority cannot commit to future policies, meaning that discretion exposes the economy to this sort of trap. following the traditional approach presented by Kydland and Prescott (1977) , Barro and Gordon (1983b) , Backus and driffill (1985a, 1985b) they argued that, under discretion, policymakers can be pushed into pursuing inflationary policies. This could happen when the private sector, for whatever reason, expects high inflation. Hence, under these circumstances, the monetary authority may find it optimal to accommodate private agents' expectations if the cost of not doing so is a recession. When the monetary authority does accommodate, private agents' expectations are self-fulfilling. They refer to such a situation as one in which the economy has fallen into an expectation trap. in this way, they suggested that limited commitment could eliminate expectation traps by forcing the monetary authorities to commit before private agents make their decisions. for more details about the assumptions that sustain the model which considers the situation of "expectation trap", see Chari, Christiano and eichenbaum (1998) .
banks announce their intentions, the agents will easily understand the signs issued and will form expectations according to the aimed objectives by the institution.
As mentioned by Mishkin (2000, p. 3): "the public cares about output as well as inflation fluctuations, and so the objectives for a central bank in the context of a long-run strategy should not only include minimizing inflation fluctuations but should also include minimizing output fluctuations". Hence, the adoption of a "flexible inflation forecast targeting" strategy besides being perfectly compatible with the notions presented in this section it represents a strategy where central banks are also concerned with the stability of output and/or the exchange rate. Under this strategy, as central banks concern about output and other variables, when inflation deviates from its target they will attempt to take inflation back to the target at a more gradual pace. real world central banks are moving toward this strategy or to some extent since it represents a possible monetary strategy that conciliates commitment to an explicit objective and the possibility of giving attention to economic activity. flexible inflation forecast targeting can also help reducing uncertainties surrounding the economy since it requires commitment, transparency and accountability from central banks, makes the policy easy to understand, helps to build a consensus of expectations, as can also play a useful role as an immediate policy objective and a criterion of performance.
in democratic societies, the citizens elect their representatives expecting that the government will follow and accomplish not just one objective but the amount of objectives that will bring up the best results in terms of social welfare -it means economic growth, stable and low inflation, unemployment reduction and less social inequalities. As inflation performance represents just one of the things that the public take into account when choosing their candidates and as monetary policies are able to affect real and nominal variables, it is not worth conferring full independency for the monetary authority to act seeking only one goal through a rule that can jeopardize other objectives -in fact, there is wide agreement that central banks should be goal dependent and instrument independent. So, it is also not worth developing a reputation that can jeopardize the effectiveness of monetary policy as a whole by sub-utilizing it.
As suggested by Montes (2007) and Lima and Setterfield (2008a) , the adoption of targets for both inflation and output aims at anchoring the expectations of the public. 14 Both works examine the compatibility of inflation targeting with a monetary economy. The results suggest that policymakers can both set and achieve an inflation target without adverse consequences in terms of output and employment, as long as an appropriate policy mix is chosen. When both monetary and non-monetary policies are implemented, meaning that central banks policies are coordinated with other government policies, in order to improve the macroeconomic performance as a whole, the chances of occurrence of the "credibility trap" are considerably reduced.
fInal consIdERatIons
According to the alternative Keynesian approach, for central banks improve their capacity to affect the "state of expectations" of the agents, and then, through monetary interventions succeed in reaching their predetermined goals as fast as possible and with more effectiveness, they must define and strengthen their reputation and implement efficient and credible policies, without neglecting their capacity and responsibility to improve the economy as a whole -it means that output and employment must not be set apart.
Undoubtedly, monetary policy exerts influence on inflation through interest rate manipulations provided that it affects aggregate demand. However, the inflationary process is not always associated with a demand warming, what requires other sorts of economic policies interventions. By reducing the way of dealing with inflation to a unique instrument and by assigning to central banks the exclusive commitment to price stability, other aspects of economic life which have the power to compromise the potential of economic growth at long term may be affected. one of the arguments, presented by the New Classical economics, for the adoption of a rule for the monetary policy (like an interest rate rule) is its effects upon expectations of inflation and then upon the observed inflation. Those who defend the conduction of the monetary policy through a rigid rule judge the success of the policy based exclusively on inflation performance, that is, based on the deviations of the inflation or the expectations of inflation in relation to the target. They attribute almost zero weight for real activity performance or any other possible economic objective. These results are not taken by the parameters and/or statistics that appraise the success of monetary policy and its credibility.
The rule-based policy for fight inflation through interest rate manipulations makes no distinction between the firms and/or the markets that are really responsible for the process of inflation and those that are not. As a consequence, many firms which are acting compatible with price stability will be punished when interest rate is raised. Some of these firms may not resist high financial costs and the weak de-mand, starting a process of bankruptcy that will result in a higher unemployment rate. other firms may give up from realizing the investments that will be necessary to absorb the workers still unemployed. So, when it is recognized that the beginning of an inflationary process may not always be attributed to an increase in demand, it gives rise to the need of issuing a precise inflationary diagnosis which will be conclusive for the choice of the instrument or for the combination of instruments that will help reducing and stabilizing the inflationary process.
When central banks act through a strict mechanical interest rate rule concerned with only one objective, that is, aiming at maintaining inflation low and stable, it disregards: 1) the process of price formation as a result from distributive conflict between groups and agents with specific goals, meaning that the rule affects distinct economic groups with different insertions in a different way; 2) the different impacts on firms presenting different cost structures, resulting on particular sorts of reactions from the firms, and; 3) the consequences for the process of fund accumulation. Therefore, this kind of policy is not recommended for this purpose as well as the development of a reputation following the New Classical standards, since they do not allow the creation of a favorable environment for the process of economic growth. in fact, they create a situation of "credibility trap" for central banks, making it unfeasible -through expectations channel -for central banks to improve the economic performance as a whole; because to keep this (New Classical) reputation monetary authorities must follow the rule which jeopardize the economic growth.
Thus, the alternative Keynesian approach considers that a successful monetary policy must take into account (i) the acquired economic growth, (ii) the obtained inflation' stability, (iii) the installed capacity used level, (iv) the promoted income distribution, and (v) the acquired monetary-financial system stability. Therein, central banks must regard the impacts of their policies upon the process of pricing and their consequences for the internal fund accumulation, as well as upon liquidity preference and the investment decisions.
Although the inflationary process is usually and strictly treated as a problem liable to theoretical explanation at the macroeconomic level, its understanding requires a wider acknowledgment of the firms' process of price formation. Hence, a previous microeconomic approach makes itself necessary, though it is not a sufficient condition to elaborate a theoretical analysis regarding the inflationary process and how it should be opposed whenever situated on an unwished level. That is, to understand theoretically the inflationary process and its dynamics as well as to recommend poli-cies which will fight this process an integrated analysis involving micro and macro knowledge is required.
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